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My Darkest Days
Bank Atlantic Center
Sunrise, FL
Saturday, May 5, 2012

It started off with an eerie scene
that shined crimson lights and a
giant devil-like creature screaming bloody hell spread across the
speakers. All this while a creepy
tune resonated from fingertips
along the keyboard as the rest of
the band slowly made their way
to the stage. As soon as vocalist
Matt Walst hit the stage though,
the crowd burst into their own
screams; and this is only the beginning of My Darkest Days set!
The band was on fire as they
wowed the already tightly packed
crowd up front as the first band
on stage opening for Nickelback
as part of the Here and Now Tour,
debuting many songs from their
newest CD, Sick and Twisted Affair. Walst was good in working
every angle of the rather large
stage as he hit each wing that
reached out deep into the crowd;
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jumping from speaker to speaker
and almost getting a bit too up
close and personal with the fans
in front of the barricades.
The rest of the band stayed
energetic too with jumps, spins
and in-air kicks. Guitarist Sal
Costa even gave his guitar a little tongue action! The only real
complaint you could have was
that the band’s 4-song set was
just too short, omitting crowd
pleasers like “F* Up Situation”
and covering medleys.
“Stutter/Apologize/Heartless”
and Duran Duran cover “Come
Undone” may have served well
to pull in those completely unfamiliar with the band. However,
they rocked the house with “Porn
Star Dancing,” which a surprisingly large amount of the crowd
danced and sang along too,
giving the band more energy.
The next time My Darkest
Days is in town, they can definitely bet that I will be one
of the faces in the crowd.
—Shirenna Edmonson

photos by Sayre Berman

Bush

Bank Atlantic Center
Sunrise, FL
Saturday, May 5, 2012
Acting as direct support for
possibly one of the most hated
but secretly-loved hard rock
bands, Nickelback, the UK’s Bush
made their first appearance in
ten years on the Here and Now
Tour at the Bank Atlantic Center in Sunrise. Hot on the heels
of a superb comeback disc, The
Sea of Memories, the band gave
the South Florida crowd a memorable, close-to-an-hour-long set
that focused primarily on the
newest album and their debut
disc, Sixteen Stone; opening with
the monstrous “Machine Head”
before going into the buzz saw
riffage of “All My Life” from the
new album.
Both the band and crowd fed
off each other and front man
Gavin Rossdale got even closer
to the audience during a cover of
The Beatles “Come Together” by
singing the song while making
his way through the floor crowd
into the mid and higher levels of
the arena. This was really having a close encounter with the
fans. Out of all of the openers
on the bill, Bush had by far the
best stage and light show that
only added to their performance.
Of course, it wouldn’t be a Bush
show without one of their biggest
hits, “Glycerine,” played solo by
Rossdale and given an extra kick
by the full band joining in midway through. Meanwhile, their
set closer of “Comedown” was
a mammoth 10-minute version
that saw the band making use
of their interesting stage to play
closer to the floors attendance.
At the end of their set, the Bush
men no doubt left all in the venue
wanting more.
—Matthew Pashalian

Bush
by Matthew Pashalian
Bank Atlantic Center
Sunrise, FL
Saturday, May 5, 2012
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YACHT
BY NORREL BLAIR

Recently, there has been an undeniable decline in the substance in music. While many bands tend to
look toward the bland and redundant nowadays, YACHT clearly looks in the other direction. A quick
glance at YACHT’s merchandise reveals perfume and a book titled “The Secret Teachings of the Mystery
Lights.” As outlandish as it seems for a band, YACHT are not a cult - let’s strike that misconception off
immediately. YACHT is obviously a band, but in addition is also belief system and business.
Jona Becholt and the rest of YACHT have assembled quite a devoted fan-base since their genesis in
2002. Much to her surprise, Claire Evans, whose addition as a full-time member in 2009 for the See Mystery Lights album revamped the band’s music with a feminine quality. She’s noted seeing fans at a recent
Orlando show with YACHT tattoos. While there is a very spiritual/camp essence that can be explored
much more in depth by those who so wish, YACHT never forgets how to make a good hit for those who
just want to dance. Their latest album, Shangri-La, is the band’s take on the concept of utopias, and builds
upon the catchy, 70s-influenced funk of See Mystery Lights. It is one of the only albums in recent memory
that I would describe as a true listening experience.
Jona, up until Mystery Lights, YACHT
was a solo act; and after you left The
Blow, you added Claire. How did you
meet, and how did adding Claire
change the music for you?
Jona: Claire and I met randomly in 2005
when YACHT was on tour with Bobby
Birdman. We played the last show of
the tour in L.A., and we were paired
10 | SFL Onstage |
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with three other bands we didn’t know.
One of the bands was Weirdo/Begierdo,
which Claire played in. She became
friends with Rob, because he had just
moved L.A. from Portland, so I kept
going back to L.A. to visit Rob. So Claire
and I became fast friends, and decided
we never wanted to be apart from then on.
I never want to make the same song

photo by Alin Dragulin

or album twice, so adding Claire was
just another way to do that. After
Marfa, we discovered we had the same
exact thoughts and feelings about
the world, and we wanted to speak
about the world through music, so
YACHT was the best vehicle for that.
If you could bring YACHT anywhere

in the world, past or present, Atlantis
or real, where?
Jona: Well, we’ve been really fortunate
to tour all kinds of crazy places around
the world like China, South
Korea and the Tibetan plateau. But one
place we haven’t been is space. It would
be to play on a privatized space tourism
ship, either by Space Ex or Virgin
Atlantic.
Claire: We want to be the first band on
the moon.
One of your new merch items is
perfume. What went into creating
your own fragrance, deciding what
scents to use and etc?
Claire: We decided to collaborate with
OLO (Heather Sielaff) from Portland,
Oregon.
Jona: I’ve been wearing her perfume
for three and a half years. If we couldn’t
work with her, I don’t think we would’ve
made a perfume.
Claire: She makes really amazing
perfume, and we’re a fan of her
sensibility. She makes these intense,
unisex mystical brews that don’t really
categorize in any way that makes sense
for perfume. She’s totally an artist, so we
reached out to her and she said yes.
The fun part was creating the smell. We
wanted to make a smell equivalent of our
music and idea. If we could use a language
of the senses to contact to people, what
would that smell like? We sort of a
built a story around it. The idea is that
it smells like the morning after there’s
been a temple ritual and something’s
either gone wrong or gone right, and the
temple is thick with incense and all the
oils are on the ground, all the people are
on the ground, maybe the temple is on
fire… this whole sense of sweetness and
beauty, and also darkness at the same
time.
The perfume itself is made out of only
floral and wood scents. The top notes are
ylang ylang, vetiver and jasmine, which
are really light, sweet floral scents. The
base scents are thick wood scents like
Hiba wood, which is what they make
temples out of in Japan; cade, which
smells like burnt cedar, and sumac,
which is also Japanese. So it’s like you’ve
smelt these flowers, and there’s a dark
undertone. The whole thing smells like a
fiery, floral mess.
So kind of like patchouli oils?

YACHT

Claire: Yeah, it has that quality. It’s really going to do with the music. We tried a
thick, and its unisex for sure, it’s not couple different ways to sing on top of
girly at all.
it and nothing was working, but then
Claire just went into the room with
When you go to write a new song, the microphone and started saying the
where do you grab from? What do you words. It was all one take; she hadn’t
try to say when you want to write a practiced it or anything.
new song?
Claire: It depends. We work on individual Claire: I was just sitting in the studio on
project basis, so when we make a record, the couch reading really weird stuff. I
we sit down and think about what we was reading about paradise engineering,
want the record to be about. We tend which is actually a philosophical
to use our projects as ways to learn concept about architecturally designing
ourselves, so it’s a way for us to have an a Heaven on Earth scenario; but it
excuse to research, write and discover was really fringe and weird, like weird
what we think about something.
outdated 90s website kind of vibe. I was
trying to figure out if it was real, or
Our last record was about utopias. We a weird internet discovery. I was also
wanted to make an album about utopias reading an account written by Albert
because it appealed to us on a lot of Hoffman about taking the drug DMT, so
different levels. So in order to do that we I synthesized those two into one ecstatic
had to read all the books that we could speech.
about utopias, we had to sit together and
talk about what a utopia would be for us, That song is very much about how if
and what it would mean to us personally. we can enter into a space with enough
In the process of working those ideas bombast and attitude, we can actually
out, we made the record; and the record design a utopia for ourselves in every
is a document of that experience. It’s not moment. Not a utopia out of bricks and
like “We’re going to make songs that are mortar, but a utopia out of attitude,
all about Utopia!” It’s more like, “Here’s feeling, community and sheer will.
our starting point… let’s see what we can
discover in the process.”
Referencing the title track from
Shangri-La, if you actually could go
So how would you compare this to Heaven or L.A., who/what would be
album with your previous album, See the God?
Mystery Lights?
Claire: I’m going to be a little
Claire: That record is about an experience controversial here: there is no God. For
me and Jona shared in the West Texas us, the fundamental thing about our
desert called the Marfa Mystery Lights. world view is that not only is there no
It’s hard to tell what it is, like any God, but in a world without a God, and
paranormal thing. Nobody really knows a world where we’re surrounded by
what it is; there are many theories, but a different universe in each direction,
nothing conclusive about it. For us, we’re all as equally entitled to be our
seeing that changed the way we thought own God as the next guy
about the world. We realized that there
are totally still mysteries in the world. Jona: But to answer your question, I
As entitled 21st century kids who think think the God of Los Angeles would
they can Google their way to authority be the L.A. Dodgers. I don’t even like
on any subject, we don’t have all the baseball, but I could see the ruling with
answers.
their bats! Jock God!
One of my favorite songs off of
Shangri-La is “Paradise Engineering.”
It has a very live quality that makes
it sound like it was made to be played
in front of a gathering of people. How
does the song fit in the concept of
Shangri-La?
Claire: That sounds interesting because
that’s one of the only songs on the record
that was spontaneously generated… the
words at least.

What’s your favorite thing about
Portland, and what’s your favorite
thing about L.A.?
Claire:
My favorite thing about
Portland is the sense of community. It’s
a very tight-knit creative community.
My favorite thing about Los Angeles is
Los Angeles; in general.

Jona: My answer is similar, but more
a community of friends. My favorite
thing about Los Angeles is that it’s a
Jona: I worked on the music alone, wasteland.
and we didn’t know what we were
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Creed

Shinedown

Sunfest
West Palm Beach, FL
Friday, May 4, 2012

Welcome to Rockville
Metro Park, FL
Sunday, April 29, 2012

You either love them or hate them,
but there’s no denying that Florida’s
native sons Creed are back and sounding
better than ever. I have to say that I was
surprised to see Creed as an addition
to this year’s annual Sunfest in West
Palm Beach, but from crowd turnout
they were definitely welcome with arms
wide open. Pun intended. Currently on
tour promoting the anniversary of both
their diamond-selling debut, 1997’s
My Own Prison and diamond-selling
sophomore effort, 1999’s Human Clay,
Sunfest was a one-off for the band where
they delivered a “Greatest Hits” set for
the audience that may not have been
completely familiar with those albums
in their entirety.
From the opening mandolin strums to
the intro of “Are You Ready,” the band
exploded on stage with the king-sized
riffs from one of today’s best living
guitarists, Mark Tremonti. The addition
of touring guitarist Eric Friedman,
who has been with the band since they
reunited in 2009, really lent more to songs
like the aforementioned number and the
epic “Faceless Man” through creating
mass walls of ambience and metal.
Though 4/5’s of the band have already
performed as part of Sunfest once
before (guitarist Tremonti, bassist Brian
Marshall and drummer Scott Phillips as
part of Alter Bridge in 2005), this was
Friedman and vocalist Scott Stapp’s first.
Now a South Florida native for quite a
few years, Stapp felt a certain sense of
pride being a part of the event, which he
says he has wanted to participate in for
quite some time.
Being a long-time fan of the band
since 1997, I have to say that since the
band reunited in 2009, musically and
vocally, the band’s Sunfest performance
was, by far, their best all around. There
were actually a few times in the band’s
set where I felt like it was 1998, when
my older brother used to take me to
concerts when I was younger, standing
with me as we watched in awe of the
band’s plowing through the somber
“My Own Prison,” “What’s This Life
For,” the metallic “Say I” and “What If.”
If the band sounds this good now, I can
only imagine how great they will sound
the next time when they come around
with an album of new material. They’re
always impressive stage show.
—Matthew Pashalian
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dynamic stage presence as he
crooned the song’s most poignant
lyrics, “Ask yourself now/Where
you would be without days like
this/When you finally collide with
the motions you can’t resist.”
Perhaps one of Shinedown’s
best moments came during the
performance of the ever-true
song “Bully,” which touches on a
prevalent topic in today’s society.
This song has deep meaning for me,
as I was bullied as a child. Another
profoundly touching song, “Unity,”
declares, “Shine a light in the dark/
Let me see where you are/’Cause I’m
not gonna leave you behind.” Many
of Shinedown’s songs strike a chord
in people, myself included. “Unity”
teaches me that we’re not alone in
this world and that there is someone
who cares enough to stretch out a
hand and lift us up.
By this time, I had yet to hear
the widely popular song “Second
Chance,” which was a single off the
2008 Sound of Madness album. The
appetite for my favorite Shinedown
song was satisfied when I began to
hear the first notes being played. The
hour-and-10-minute set concluded
with Smith turning back to the
crowd and simply saying, “Oh yeah,
One more thing. It’s good to be back.”
—Jennifer Sobek

Jacksonville’s hometown boys
made a triumphant return last month
at the biggest rock festival to hit
north Florida, Welcome to Rockville.
Since its inception in 2002, the band
has seen two founding members
leave, but those that replaced them
combined their talents with that
of lead singer Brent Smith and
drummer Barry Kerch, which made
for an energetic, fist-pumping good
time at the festival.
Even though the band was set
was to begin at 8:25p.m., the area
surrounding the stage was already
jam packed by 7:45p.m - a true
testament to Shinedown’s staying
power.
To note a few songs from their set,
Shinedown brilliantly delivered the
fist-pumping “Diamond Eyes.” The
crowd, which was packed together
like sardines, faithfully repeated the
“Boom lay, boom lay, boom” each
time. Smith’s vocals were strong
and captivating. He pointed to the
crowd as he sung, “Every one of us is
expendable.” Kerch kept perfect beat
and rhythm on the skins throughout
the tune.
Another of the
group’s
wellknown hits, “If
You Only Knew,”
was introduced
as a dedication
to all the ladies
in the audience.
The
entire
crowd, of course,
joined Smith in
belting out the
chorus. Midway
through
the
show, Shinedown
slowed it down
a bit with the
newest
single
“ A m a r y l l i s ,”
the title track
off their fourth
studio
album
that dropped the
previous month.
The
song’s
moving
lyrics
became that much
more
powerful Brent Smith from Shinedown
and
alive
with
Smith’s at Rockville in Metro Park

photo by Joseph Hasbrouck

Vocalist Perry Farrell and
guitarist Dave Navarro

Jane’s Addiction
Fillmore Miami Beach
Miami Beach, FL
Friday, May 18, 2012

Jane’s Addiction has always put on spectacular
concerts, whether it was at the first Lollapalooza
that radiant singer mastermind Perry Farrell
organized in 1991, touring in the late 90s with Flea
or sharing a bill with Trent Reznor on NINJA in
2009. Led by Farrell, the band brought their “Theatre
of the Escapists” tour to the Miami Beach Fillmore
on Friday, May 18th. In support of their fourth
studio album, 2011’s post-punk The Great Escape
Artist, the multifaceted guitarist Dave Navarro,
drummer Steve Perkins and Farrell were joined
by Chris Chaney on bass. As expected of any rock
stars from Los Angeles in the 80s, everyone was
half dressed, wearing only black leather over their
colorful tattoos.
Following the impressive female vocalist of
opening act, the Duke Spirit, it wasn’t long before
the lights went out and Jane’s took their stage.
“We’re all hustlers,” said the youngest looking
53-year-old in the room, Farrell. The rest of the band
got busy supplying the psychedelic tone and heavy
beats of “Underground.” Four blue stars glowed
above the talent as pink searchlights danced around
the venue. Strobe lights gave life to two 12-foot
wooden carvings of naked women behind the drum
set. The ladies were recognizable from the “Theatre
of the Escapists” tour poster. Three video monitors,
one above Navarro on stage-right and two over
Chaney’s head, captured random images of topless
beauties as well as crops of ganja. A couple of
women in long formal dresses, including Mrs. Perry

Farrell, floated on swings 20 feet above a taxidermy
reproduction of a bear and a dancing rooster. Before long,
the divas were half naked, dressed for a fetish party. They
whipped one another’s seductive bodies under a smoke
machine. Farrell wore a short haircut above his vest
and tattoo of a 7-inch a mosquito on his arm, while the
virtuoso known as Mr. Navarro sported a beard under
his straight long black hair and hat. From the moment
that the show began, countless cell phones were held up
to record’s the evening’s vivid merriment.
The room exploded with a passionate performance
of the bass-heavy “Mountain Song.” Farrell then got
reminiscent with his audience in South Florida. “When
I was a young man growing up in North Miami Beach,”
he said, “I fell in with a bad crowd. They surfed, they
got high and being the young one hanging out with
older guys, they made me break into some houses. I do
apologize if I took your television,” he expressed before
the gang delivered Strays’ “Just Because.”
Under flashing green lights, Farrell chatted about
driving up to Tampa to see a legendary Led Zeppelin
concert, and reminisced about breaking the law. “It feels
good to have a bath. It feels good to have a drink and it
feels good to steal,” he explained, leading into the MTV
favorite, “Been Caught Stealing.” As the energetic vocalist
jiggled his thin frame all over his platform, thousands
sang the criminal’s familiar lyrics in unison.

Farrell took his leather vest off to sing “I am skin and
bones; I am pointy nose” during the aggressive “Ain’t No
Right” before convincing us that “sex is violent” while
Dave’s screaming guitar raged with fury in “Ted, Just
Admit It...” After performing the new album’s “Twisted
Tales,” the band continued to visit the classics from their
first two studio albums, Nothing’s Shocking and Ritual
de Habitual such as “Jane Says,” “Chip Away” and the
poignant “Classic Girl.” During “Ocean Size,” Perkins
intricate pounding supplied the beats as Farrell swayed
along the front of stage with a bottle of red wine. During
the song, the frontman reached out and made direct
contact with some of the fortunate viewers bouncing and
swaying up front. One of them even handed the icon a joint
that he enjoyed, blowing out rings of smoke above his head.
The set closed with an intense version of “Three Days.”
After a short encore break, Farrell discussed what a good
time he had playing live rock music in Miami. “People
tell bands that it’s not a good idea to come to Miami.
Well, they’re fucking liars,” he expressed. “I just love it.”
The crew then dove into “End to the Lies,” the single that
was released as a free download in 2011, before finishing
off the night with a masterful presentation of the fastpaced and hard-hitting “Stop!” Playing Jane’s cuts that
are decades old, the colorful material still retains the raw
emotion and the energy from years earlier.
—Todd McFliker

photo by Sayre Berman
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Joel Kosche
BY MATTHEW PASHALIAN

of Collective Soul

Today, breaking into the music business is no easy task, but Collective Soul lead guitarist
Joel Kosche found an interesting way. He is proof that with determination, hard work and
a positive attitude, nothing is impossible. Plus, it probably doesn’t hurt that the guy has
chops to burn as well!
Just a few hours before Kosche hit the stage for opening night of Collective Soul’s Dosage
2012 tour, SFL Onstage sat down with the inventive six-stringer to discuss his road from
guitar tech, onto the stage with the band, his interests in all things guitar to his debut solo
album, Fight Years. Get ready for a ride!
Now, you have quite an
interesting story going
from a friend of the
band, to guitar tech, to
full-fledged member of
the band. Tell us a bit
about that journey?
Joel Kosche: I was working
at my own paint and body
shop for a while as my day
gig and played in a local
band at night. Most people
in local bands know what
that’s like. I was trying to
get more into the music
business, and, through
mutual friends, found out
that Collective Soul was
looking for a guitar tech.
I met Ed Roland and the
rest of the guys around
the time they were touring
Disciplined
Breakdown,
and we hit it off well on a
friend level. The next thing
you know, I’m in the mix
of things after that record.
Being on tour takes up
a lot of your time when
you’re away eight months
at a time, and I was looking
forward to getting home
and doing things with
my own band. From that
point on, I just served as
guitar tech for them in
the studio and took on a
miscellaneous job for Steve

Winwood.
After 2001, the band fired
their longtime guitarist,
called me up and said that
they had a week and a
half until they had to be
in Australia and asked if
I would be interested in
filling in. I didn’t realize
it would end up being a
permanent thing, I thought
I was just going to be filling
in, but we got along so
well and it was so natural
since I knew how a lot of
the songs came together.
From that point on, things
just solidified with me
spending so much time in
Collective Soul, I was like,
“Well, I guess this is the
band I’m in now!”
Tonight is the first date
of the Dosage 2012 Tour,
but I understand that
you were actually in the
studio with the band
while they wrote and
recorded that album.
Being that you were also
a part of that process,
do you think that it also
helped make it easier to
get the aesthetics of the
music as opposed to if
you had come in later
on?

It does make it easier, and,
incidentally, we recorded
that record not too far
from the venue in Miami
at Criteria Studios. I have
very fond memories of
that record, back in the
“big budget days,” and it
was easier to settle into
a big studio and have fun
not worrying about the
clock too much.

coming up with a lot of
the guitar sounds that
ended up on that record
as well.
Yeah, I mean I don’t want
to take anything away
from Ross [Childress]
because his stamp is all
over it, but I think, for me,
the typical thing was that
we had a ton of different
guitars, amps and effects
around. For fun, I would
go around and string a
bunch of stuff together. I
would find these kinds of
wacky and cool sounds
and be like, “Hey, check
this out!” And they would
end up using that, or try
to find a place for that
sound. I also hot-rodded
an amp for them as well
that everyone got excited
about too.

With every song on that
record, I can remember
little snapshots of things
like how we came up with
a guitar sound or how a
song just came together.
For me, it’s probably my
favorite Collective Soul
record even though it isn’t
one that I played on. It has
the two sides of the band
– the more riff rock side
and the experimental side
– it’s a great combination With the kind of tour
of both.
that you’re about to
embark on right now
A few weeks ago, I was playing an album front
paging through some to back, what do you
old guitar magazines find to be the most
and pulled out an issue challenging part?
that had the band as Right now there are a lot
the cover feature. In of challenges, and tonight
the interview, the band will be an interesting test.
mentioned how integral It doesn’t really matter
you actually were in how much you rehearse,

photo by Sayre Berman
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Joel Kosche

you have to get out there
and play in in front of
people.
I spoke to Dean
[Roland] a few weeks
ago, and he referred to
you as, “A Gear Head
in all the best ways.”
Before you joined the
band, they were very
much a Paul Reed Smith
guitar-driven band. I
was wondering how you
got into that company’s
instruments? The only
other
mainstream
player I have seen using
them has been Kevin
Cadogan of Third Eye
Blind.
I think they’re finally
starting to get a little more
recognition. It’s a family
business, and the son has
been trying to spark things
up for them. Ed and I saw
a picture of one of their
guitars in a magazine, and
we were like, “Wow, that’s
a cool looking guitar, let’s
call them up!” They sent
one out to us and Ed liked
it, but, at some point, he
stuck with PRS and I have
a few as well.
When I joined the band, I
decided that I wanted to
find my own little niche
guitar-wise. That’s when
I reached back out to MJ
Guitars and Mark Johnson
over there, who is such a
great guy, he’s actually
the guy who builds your
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money the next obstacle
was finding the time to
record it, which I started
when we were finished
with Afterwords around
2007. Whenever I could
get in the studio I would
do a drum track here and
a guitar part there and
just picked at it and then
came the Collective Soul
stuff and going on the
road. The urge was always
there, it was just all about
finding the time for it. It
certainly was a lengthy
process as I did virtually
everything myself, but
I’m really proud of the
guitar. It’s not like PRS; way that it came out. It’s
with MJ, it’s one single basically all self-produced
person who builds your and engineered.
guitar. So I got on board
with MJ because I just Are there any plans to
thought that they were do a full tour or a string
great guitars, and I love of dates for the disc?
I did a few solo shows
them.
in the Atlanta area last
For a few months, you year. I wasn’t going to
actually had your own put a band together to go
column with Guitar behind it unless it came
World. That has to be a together easily, because
dream for many guitar bands require a lot of
players, how did it come energy to get it together. It
all happened a little later
about for you?
They have an iPhone app after the record was out,
called “Lick of The Day” but we were able to keep
where you get a new guitar it going and line up a few
lick to learn via the app. shows. We did a couple of
It shows you how to play charity events as well to
whatever that particular get our feet wet, and see
lick may be, and I did a how the set would flow.
few of them for the app. Now that it’s a band, we’re
That, in turn, led to the going to try and do some
column, which is all about more stuff this year.
how to record guitars; all
the nuts and bolts and that Being that you have
been in the music
kind of stuff.
business since the time
You put out your first when it was much more
solo album not too long alive compared to now
ago, what spurned on where it’s practically
on its last leg, what is
the urge for that?
The urge was always there your stance on the state
to put out music that I of the music industry
had written throughout today?
my years in other bands. It’s terrible. I mean the
It’s very expensive to put only thing that’s good is
out a record, but over the that the music hasn’t gone
past few years the cost away. People still love
and technology has come music, I just wish that
down and it got to the rock had a bigger place
point where I could record than it does right now.
not just a demo, but put It seems that the trend
out a record. As ide from is geared more towards
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sugar-coated pop or hiphop. I’m a guitar guy so
I wish guitar rock was a
little bit bigger. Earning
a living playing music
is harder than it’s ever
been. There are many
different views on it
all, and there’s no easy
answer for it. An artist
has to be able to eat,
and, despite all of our
technology, it still costs
a lot of money to play
music. And most bands,
especially on a local
level, you pay to play
music. Only a handful
of bands are lottery
winners who actually get
to make money playing
music. It‘s harder than
it’s ever been.
Speaking of locals,
what’s your advice for
unsigned local bands
that are just trying
to get seen and heard
and take it to the next
level?
Try and associate yourself
with other people who
are successful. It doesn’t
have to be in music, it
can be in different fields
because someone, who
is on top of their game
and successful in their
careers, you can learn
from. Being a better
musician and perfecting
your craft, writing better
songs and playing out is
all a given.
The music business is all
about whom you know
and one thing can lead
to another. And you
shouldn’t be afraid to
go down different roads,
even they don’t seem like
the most direct way. For
me, I was a guitar tech,
which ideally wasn’t
what I thought I was
going to do. I thought I
would be in a band and
instantly be on top of the
world, but that side road
really helped me get my
foot in the door; and one
thing led to another and
that led me to where I am.
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Collective Soul
Revolution Live!
Fort Lauderdale, FL
Friday, May 11, 2012

If there is one thing that Collective Soul
isn’t, it’s lazy. Taking a few years off
from touring, the band has decided to hit
the road again for a very special tour, the
Dosage 2012 Tour. I guess you can say
that it’s almost been a trend in the past
few years for bands to go tour behind
a previous album by performing it in
its entirety, usually to commemorate
a landmark anniversary of the disc.
With Collective Soul, it was more about
celebrating an album that is revered by,
not just fans as their favorite release, but
the band’s collective favorite as well.

perfect for the band considering that
they have probably performed on this
stage more times than any other venue
in Florida. With the familiar warbling
chords of “Tremble for My Beloved,”
the band pretty much pressed play
and went through their 1999 release
with some ease as mid-tempo rockers
“Compliment” and “Needs” got the
crowd going. “Heavy” and “Generate”
brought the energy level up, while the
lighters came out during “Run.”

Before coming out for a second set of
what you could call “the Hits,” the band
thanked the audience for indulging in
their need to perform a full disc instead
of their average set. The hits set, of
course, kicked the night into high gear,
practically creating a crowd sing along
Kicking off the Dosage 2012 tour at from “Welcome All Again” to “Gel” as
Revolution Live in Fort Lauderdale was well as the song that kicked their career

cover of “Weird Fishes.”
If your still one of the few in South
Florida who goes out to catch new,
original live rock, this is one band
that is a must see.
—Matthew Pashalian

Simon Richards
The Stage
Miami, FL
Wednesday, June 6, 2012

Lavola
Hard Rock Cafe
Hollywood, FL
Friday, May 25, 2012

It’s only been a few months since
Lavola has been performing under
this incarnation with Jeff Rose on
drums and Gene Pandolfi on bass,
and already the band sounds as
tight as the original lineup. The
most noticeable difference is Rose,
who brings a whole new energy to
the band’s live performance. He is
definitely more entertaining to watch.
Since the only original member
of Lavola is principle songwriter/
vocalist/guitarist Julian Cires, we’re
going to refer to this band as Lavola
2.0. Lavola’s nearly-hour-long set
was fun and energetic with twists
and turns from performing “The
Queen Is Dead” to ‘’Vereen” to
“Masochist.” The band even took
time to pay homage to their most
obvious influence, Radiohead with a
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A balmy Wednesday evening
brought two things to Miami’s The
Stage - good company and a classy
album showcase for world music
newcomer Simon Richards. The
warmth of the evening was only
cooled down by Richards’ smooth
melodies from his debut disc
Kaleidoscope World that proved to
be a breath of fresh air at the cozy
venue. Alongside his impressive
18-piece band, he delivered a rousing
40-minute set.
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off in Florida no less, “Shine.” Despite a
few jitters typical of an opening night
of a tour, the band took the evening in
stride with smiles as vocalist Ed Roland
interacted with the crowd with humor
and humbleness.
—Matthew Pashalian

Richards started out with “Praise
the Lord,” which he later encored with
a reprisal of the tastefully funky song.
He then took center stage for a lovely
rendition of “Joe’s Cafe” before going
into “Lighten Up My Face,” which he
joked he had to step back into the lit
piano area to perform. It was during
this tune that Richards shone as he
approached the song, showcasing
him trading his soulful vocal
prowess with his backing vocalists.
For Kaleidoscope Worlds’ first single,
“Bee Bopping to My Life,” Richards
and his crew took its island flavor
to a nice groove before closing
the evening with “Children of the
Ghetto.” The audience definitely
witnessed something special this
night as “Bee Bopping to My Life”
is currently shooting up the Adult
Contemporary Charts, showing we’ll
only be hearing more from Richards.
His success has only just begun.
—Matthew Pashalian
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HURT
THE WAR OF ATTRITION
an interview with rek mohr

URT is a band that has been tirelessly exerting themselves since their inception in
2000. Seeing many line-up changes over the last decade, the band never gave up.
Currently on tour in support of their latest success, The Crux, HURT is a gamechanger. In an industry populated with formulated music and pop-icons, the band has
garnered respect from both their peers and their fans.

H

hey aren’t just a “singles” band. With every successive release, they play a majority
of their new material, singles or not, and allow their fans the full experience of the
new record. The Crux isn’t any different. Incorporating “Eden,” “adonai,” “Sally Slips”
and “When It’s Cold,” among others, HURT has been playing hour-long set lists that satisfy
for their hungering fans. But don’t be disappointed if they switch up their repertoire, as
they are so accustomed to doing. They’re the type of band where one never knows what to
expect, and the surprise is more of a thrill than a disappointment. I was privileged enough
to catch up with bassist Rek Mohr during HURT’s busy schedule right before sound check
at the Culture Room in Fort Lauderdale, Florida on June 10th.

T

BY CHRIS DeWUSKE
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So how has the tour
been treating you so far?
It’s been good, man. We’ve
been out for about six and a
half weeks, and it’s, you know,
pretty grueling. We’ve already
circled the country once. We
started in Orlando, and here
we are back in Fort Lauderdale.
So it’s been good, but man, a
lot of miles under the belt; a
lot of shows in those six and a
half weeks. We’ve got another
week before we get about ten
days off, and then close it off
at the end of June-beginning of
July. We’ll take a little break
in July.
Looking forward to some
rest?
Yeah, everybody needs it.
Everybody’s wound a little
tight at this point. You know?
I could totally see that,
similar to the meeting
that you guys had with
the record label. You had
48 hours of no sleep,
and yet you nailed the
meeting
with
them.
Yeah, it’s been pretty non-stop
since about September. I mean,
once we finished the record
and did the mixing, we did the
acoustic tour. And yeah, we
took off for the holidays but we
didn’t get much time off since
September. So everybody’s...
you know... everybody’s in the
mode and been working hard.
The Crux has been the
handiwork of both new
members,
including
Michael andVictor. How did
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they influence the album?
You know, actually, they
played a big part. Obviously,
on Goodbye to the Machine,
Paul and I wrote the majority
of the actual music in that
record. But J., of course, is a big
part of the sound of HURT and
his lyrics and melodies, and
lyrical content is a big part.
When we brought Michael
and Victor in, Michael and I
played in a band beforehand,
so I’ve been playing with him
for about seven years. So we
already have kind of a good
chemistry as far as songwriting
goes, and it is a bit of a darker
kind of sound so it lent itself
well to HURT. So he kind of
transitioned really seamlessly.
A lot of the songs on the record
were written by him and I,
songs like “When It’s Cold” and
“adonai...” “Sally Slips.” Those
songs were written musically
primarily by him and I. So
he played a big part, and, of
course, Victor is an amazing
drummer, so he was a big role
as far as the rhythm of the
album goes. He played a huge
role in making it a little more
complex than previous albums.
I heard a rumor that
Michael’s has another
album coming out dealing
with a great sadness that
he had. Could you go into
a little bit of depth on that?
Yeah, it’s uh... actually the
project is called Arco’s Angel,
and it’s songs that when I
joined HURT; and the band
that Michael and I were

in previously dissolved, he
actually wrote several songs.
And so J. loved the material, so
he lent his vocals to the album.
I did bass on a few of the songs.
But the rest of it was just done
pretty much by Michael, and
our friend Mark played drums.
The songs are kind of similar to
HURT in the sense that they’re
dark and they have kind of a
sad vibe, but they’re heavy.
They’re pretty aggressive, and
they’re definitely less radiofriendly. It’s just kind of...
um... it was written without
any parameters as far as radio
or radio play goes. So it’s a
little bit more progressive and
I actually... I love the stuff. I
love the material. I think it’s
beautiful. It’s dark. It’s sad. It’s
aggressive. It’s all the things
that I love in a great band so
I’m pretty excited about that
album. And I hopefully will get
to do some shows--do a little
touring on--it ‘cause I would
love to play bass on that tour.

getting a little bit of knowledge
under your belt. Just like any
hobby, when you’re new to it
and you’re no good at it, it’s a
challenge. It’s not as much fun,
but you just have to persevere.
Keep playing. Keep practicing
every single day at least a halfhour a day and I think over the
course of time, be patient with
yourself ‘cause over the course
of a little bit of time, you’ll get
good and you’ll start having
fun with it. And once you
start having fun, then you’ll
be motivating and it’ll just
perpetuate itself.

So there’s still hope for me...
There is still hope man! Listen
to the bass players, the bands
that you love and try to learn
their songs. Now don’t—you
know, if you’re a beginning
bass player—don’t go listen
to like Flea and Primus and
bands like that... Tool...
because that’s pretty advanced
stuff and you’re going to get
frustrated. You gotta start it
Now I understand that you simple, man. Start simple. Get
prefer playing a P-bass. Is some songs under your belt,
there any reason for that? and then work your way up.
Honestly, I have been a Fender
player for a long time, and I You would think playing
have a jazz bass and I have a guitar, it would be pretty
P-bass. And I primarily play simple to switch over, but
the jazz bass for HURT just it’s actually a challenge.
because the tone I get out of It is. It’s a totally different
it kind of lends itself a little mindset than guitar. Guitar is
better to the mix. But I love very technical, very knowledge
the sound of a P-bass, man. based, but man, bass is all
That’s a classic tone. A lot of from the heart. So it’s a little
rock ‘n roll bass players use it bit different. Kind of a different
because it has such a nice low mentality you got to have.
end, and it just sounds like a
bass should sound. So I kind of Now, I really have to ask
go back and forth between the because there has been
two. But honestly, as long as a bit of a debacle among
it’s a Fender, man. I just love fans regarding the symbol
the way they sound. They just on the cover of The Crux. I
work really well with my tone. mean, I did some Googling,
and its earliest appearance
Do you have any advice was in 2008 on a random
for
beginning
bass blog. I’ve heard that it’s an
players who might want “Orrery;” I’ve also heard
to take up some of what that it’s an arcane circle
you do with HURT? used for witchcraft. What is
I do, man. As far as--with the meaning for you guys?
any instrument--the first, [Laughter] It’s not...nothing
you know, year of playing, arcane, nothing witchcraftyou really suck and it’s not a based. It honestly has to do
whole lot of fun until you start with the solar system and
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the planetary alignment. It’s
a piece of art that an artist
actually designed that he gave
us permission to use. And it
kind of fit in with the theme of
the album: very cryptic, very
dark. We used the same artist.
Ted Taylor did the artwork on
the album from Vol. 1 and Vol.
II. He also did The Crux, and
he found that piece of artwork
and incorporated it into his
already-existing designs; and
it just kind of fell into place
and we liked the way it looked.
Aesthetically, it was pleasing
to us. So, quite honestly, it
doesn’t have any real deepseated meaning. It just kind
of went with the theme of the
album, and we went with it.
So is there a theme
with the album for the
solar
system,
then?
Just as far as the design goes,
I mean, if you listen to the
theme of the album itself,
it’s kind of self-evident. It’s
pretty dark. It’s very similar
to the Volumes, but it’s quite
a bit angrier. You know, more
aggressive than those. There’s
darkness and sadness to it, but
it’s definitely in a more angry
way than a lonely way.
What we’ve been doing
online, the nightly debates
and trying to figure out
every little piece to the
album because I mean,
sonically,
aside
from
the artwork, I believe
this is the best album
you’ve put out to date.
Thank you. We worked really
hard.
With Goodbye to the
Machine, you recorded on
analog reels. What was the
process like, going back
to that recording format?
Well, you know, I liked the
challenge of the analog reels. I
thought that was fun because
as a bass player, of course,
I love the warmth and the
compression that it brings, but
it was also very challenging
cause you didn’t have a lot of
opportunity to fix mistakes.

HURT

So you had to kind of nail the
parts. It forced me to come
up and step my game up as a
musician.
But with The Crux, we were
able to take our time a little bit
more. Really, every little detail
on the album is intentional.
Like, we were really involved
whereas Goodbye to the
Machine was recorded rather
quickly, and kind of was a
snapshot of where the band
was at the time. This album
was more of a labor of love
that took us about two-and-ahalf... three years to finish, and
we just really went over and
meticulously kind of went over
each detail and made it just
the way we wanted. So this is
one album I can definitely say
everybody is 100% proud of,
and there are no regrets on this
album. We’re all very happy,
and it came out just as we
wanted it to come out.
I read that the song
“So When” had quite
an evolution with a
lot of work that went
into turning it into the
masterpiece. It is with
these little nuances that
people might miss. From
tracking guitars six times,
four different vocal layers,
re-routing previous takes
through amps to make it
sonically acceptable for
mixing. All these little
things that people might
take for granted, and
that was just for that one
song. I’ve heard criticism
that the album only has
eleven tracks, but those
are eleven perfect tracks
that capture so much
emotion. How did those
songs change from when
you first demoed them?
Honestly, that was a big
challenge for us because
when we first write the songs,
typically you don’t have a
lot of time to go revise them.
But on this album, we did.
We went back and revised
the songs I think two or three
times to really get the parts to

where we wanted them. And
yeah, we intentionally left the
album kind of short as far as
how many tracks were on it.
We didn’t want to clutter it
up, man. We thought these
are eleven tracks that we’re
very proud of. You know, and
you can even count “Links &
Waves.” It’s like a minuteand-a-half long. I mean, it’s a
short track, but it’s just what
we wanted. We wanted it to be
short. We wanted it to leave
people wanting more. It was a
glimpse of beauty in an album
full of very dark, very angry
sentiments. And we liked that
little ray of hope that peaked
its way through the whole
mass of clouds. It’s just... it’s
one of those things man.
Everybody can critique art. Art
is subject to taste, unfortunately
and everybody’s going to have
an opinion of it. But that’s the
beauty of it because everybody
can connect with it differently
and it can mean something
different to everyone. And
that’s, really, as an artist, what
you hope for--that everybody
can pull something out of your
art and it can mean something
different to them.
It’s funny you mention
that because of all the
songs on the album, I
think my favorite is “Links
& Waves.” I mean, coming
in at 1:16, it’s by far the
most beautiful HURT
song I’ve ever heard.
Haha, thank you.
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How did it come about and
would you consider it the
second movement to “Eden”
kind of like “Aftermath”
was to “Ten Ton Brick?”
Actually... exactly. When we
wrote “Eden,” it’s obviously
a very aggressive, very angry
song--one of my personal
favorites on the record
actually--and we finished the
song. And Paul, at the time,
started playing this chord
progression. It was really just
one chord. He was playing it,
and I just looked at him and
I said, “Just keep going.” And
it just kind was of one of those
moments where it just fell into
place, man. The drums and
the bass came in. And if you
listen, actually, the drums and
the guitars don’t really do any
changes. They do the same
thing for the full duration of
the song. The only changes are
in the vocals and in the bass.
And that started with the bass,
because I started movements
and changing chords to give it
a little bit of emotion, and then
J.’s vocal line kind of... he came
in with it and it intertwined
with the bass. And we just
came up with this beautiful
little piece and we were like,
you know, it’s just kind of like
an extension of “Eden.” It’s
kind of like a part B. It’s like
putting a Band-Aid on after
creating the wound, if you will.
To kind of go into a
different direction, you
guys emptied your pockets
and poured your life
savings into this
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So this is the time when you
really see the men from the
boys. It separates the people
with true heart with people
who are in it for the wrong
reasons. And we make music
that is honest. And we make
music that we love to make,
and it comes from the heart. It’s
not formulated to be successful
because if we wanted to write
“Ten Ton Brick” five times over
and be successful, we would
have done that. But every bit
of music that we write and we
put out is very honest music.
And I think that’s what pulls
us through because we see the
connection that our fans have
with the music. We see that it
helps them through some of the
hardest times in their lives and
that just keeps us going, man.
It keeps us making music from
the heart because it’s helping
people, and that’s ultimately
what we really want to do with
our music. It’s therapy for us,
but it’s also therapy for our
fans.
“How We End Up Alone”
garnered a lot of attention,
especially with the release
of the music video. I think
it did pretty well on every
radio station with the
online voting, except in my
hometown of Minneapolis
who actually refused to
play it because they said it
didn’t fare well in the cage
match.
Those cage matches are
ridiculous, man. It’s about
who’s got more fans. I think
it’s stupid.

album to produce the best
album possible - that’s
true dedication. After
Capitol Records dropped
you guys, you never
called it quits. You just
came back stronger with
whatever little financial
backing you had. How’s
it possible for a band to
survive when it’s all about
pursuing a passion, but
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money becomes an issue?
You know, I get asked that a
lot. And quite honestly, the
climate of the record industry
right now is just terrible. It’s
really like the worst that it’s
been in a long time. People
stealing music, the record
industry’s folding left and
right and bands are calling it
quits all the time. Every day,
you know, another band gets

dropped or calls it quits. And
it’s sad to watch that happen.
I can honestly say that this is
what separates the men from
the boys, man. A lot of people
get into the music industry
because they want the promise
of sex, drugs, rock ‘n roll...
money. Those things don’t
come like people think they do,
or if they do, they’re always
temporary.
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Does it seem like the band
is gaining ground with
the battle for air time?
You know what I’ve noticed
over the years is that whereas
we have less support; we don’t
have Capitol Records and
their staff working singles.
You know, we may hire
independent staff, and so we
may not see quite as much
traction with some of our
singles moving up the charts.
Our music isn’t really garnered

HURT

Bassist Rek Mohr and drummer Victor
Ribas rocking out at Earth Day Birthday
guys are really tight. You guys
sound really good. Like, you
guys are really truly players.”
So, I’m okay with that. I love
the fact that we have the
respect of our peers and I think
it will continue to garner fans.
And it will continue to go up,
and up, and up. It may move a
little slower than we’d like, but
hey man, it’s a war of attrition.
But ultimately, we write music That’s how it goes.
that we love and we try not to
think too much about radio I think you’ve garnered
content. And one thing that more attention through
I’ve noticed about this band the internet than anything.
is that really, as we evolve But there’s always the
and as we progress, we have people who download and
been garnering more and more never buy tunes. The Crux
respect from other bands. And leaked a couple days before
especially musicians, like we the release date. How did
get called a musician’s band that affect sales and how
all the time. Which is, a lot of did it affect the band?
musicians will watch our set, You know, it always affects the
and they’ll be like, “Man, you band, it digs into our pockets.
for popular radio to begin with,
man. Even “How We End Up
Alone” is a fairly progressive
song. And it’s not... yeah
we want to appeal to people
because we want to reach a
mass audience and we want to
reach a bigger audience so that
they can connect and dig into
the catalog.

I mean really, people don’t
realize the effect they have on
the musician when they steal
music. They may think they’re
hurting the record industry
or whatever, but for people
like us, we’re an independent
band, man. So this... it hurts
us; when you steal music that
comes right out of our pockets.
That affects our ability to feed
ourselves. And I know that
people are very detached from
that process; but if I went into
your work place and I stole
something that you spent three
years of your life working on,
and I took that from you, and
took your ability to survive
and feed your family, I think
you’d be rather fucking pissed
at me.

they’re having on the artist
because if they keep stealing
music, and keep disrespecting
music like they do, more and
more bands are going to call it
quits. And there’s eventually
going to be no music to listen
to that has any substance or
any depth. It’s going to be all
formulated pop, which it’s
already becoming. So, we all
get very angry and very upset
when people steal music from
us because it does directly
affect us. We’re not on a
major label. We don’t have
that buffer of them pumping
millions of dollars into us,
keeping us afloat and then
taking all our profits. We
don’t have that, you know.
We’re too close to our art for
people to steal music from us.
So, I wish people would be So, please, please spread the
more aware of the effect message. Buy music, man.
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Pitbull
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William
Beckett
by Norrel Blair

In 2011, much to their fan’s dismay, The Academy Is front
man William Beckett and his bandmates decided to go their
separate ways. So much for the anticipated new album.
In spite of the split, the band members promised their fans
some new music. Beckett was quick to deliver. In April 2012, he
released his oddly danceable debut EP, Walk the Talk, featuring
the single “Compromising Me.” Fans expecting these new solo
songs to be “new” The Academy Is songs will be happy just to
hear his voice and the spirit that he consistently brings to the
table. Beckett hopes that his fans will be able to appreciate his
new solo artistry, a role he is familiar with. Before TAI, Beckett
had a solo project called Remember Maine.
Now only a few short months later, Beckett is ready to release
the second installment in his trio of EPs, Winds Will Change.
While the leading single “Great Night” resembles the previous
EP, and the cheerful feel of TAI’s “Neighbors,” the remainder of
the EP is decidedly more brooding and dark.
During Beckett’s tenure in TAI he developed a large, devoted
fan base. His name will always be associated with the band, not
unlike other lead vocalists who have taken up solo projects...
Chris Cornell, Courtney Love, Debbie Harry...but with new
songs like these, it is clear that he has proven that he can stand
on his own.
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When The Academy Is
announced their breakup
it was a shock to fans,
particularly after getting the
opening slot for KISS and the
talk of a new album. What
led to the split?Essentially it
was just time for us. With Mike
Chislett leaving after the bands
biggest tour it was hard for me
on a personal and professional
level to imagine moving
forward without him...that
among other things. When it
really came down to it, I wanted
to express myself freely without
compromise and without a filter,
which is a natural thing when
you’re in a band. In a band you
have a few people with a lot
of opinions, but for me I just
wanted to go and strike out on
my own.
I noticed from set lists on
your more recent shows
you’ve been performing
mainly new songs where
many people would have
expected a set filled with
more The Academy Is songs.
Are you looking to leave
the band’s material in the
past and focus more on your
solo work?Absolutley! What
I’m doing now is completely
indicative of who I am now, and

wrote as a band. Now that a lot had reached?Yeah, it was
more of my music is out there I really amazing and the shows
were fantastic. This was my first
would like to focus on that.
time in places like Bangkok,
Does being a solo artist again the Philippines and Malaysia. I
bring back memories of expected people to want me to
Remember Maine? [Laughter], play the old songs but to see
In some ways yes. At that point support for my new songs, that
is was very raw. It was just me was overwhelming. They knew
and it was raw and I’m going the new songs more than the old
to say raw twice because it ones. It was extremely exciting
was raw. [Laughter] That kind to go there on my own and I’m
of performance – though my hoping to go back next year.
performance now is nothing
like it was then, the soul and Are there any places in the
the intention is the same. In the world that you didn’t get
future I will be moving towards to play with The Academy
the acoustic stuff. It will still be Is that you would like to
a full band, but more like what perform in now as a solo
Southeast
Asia
I used to do on stage. For the artist?The
first few tours I really wanted market obviously, since my
to get back to my roots and get band had never been there, but I
back to why I started in the love it. Aside from that I would
first place. That comes down to say South America on the
sharing my songs with people whole. After that it would be
on a very organic and personal Italy, France – you know what,
level. That’s why I wanted to do the answer is everywhere! I
want to play music for human
it acoustically first.
beings everywhere! That’s
You mentioned that the what I feel music is about - it’s
new songs represent who universal. It’s affection with
you are now at this point people and it won’t change; it’s
in your life. Are any songs my inspiration.
from Walk The Talk or your
upcoming disc, Wings Will I was wondering if you had
Change, songs that were left a connection or fascination
over prior to you officially with Japan or Tokyo? I ask
because one of the
songs on Wings Will
Change is called
“Scarlett (Tokyo),”
and a B-Side from
Fast Times is called
“Tokyo Bay.”

it’s meant to be like a
collection so in the end
yo u ca n piec e t he m
together like a jigsaw
the amount of songs I’m writing
are bountiful in embracing my
message. At the same time I’m
not trying to erase the past
because I am extremely proud
of what we accomplished as
a band and the songs that we
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going solo?There’s really no
difference for me because it’s
my story the whole time.
You just came back from a
tour in Asia. Was it surprising
to see how far your music

Both of those songs
are
completely
unrelated. I’m not a
big fan of the “Tokyo
Bay” song – I’m using
the Japanese reference
more
to
indicate
isolation. It’s an island
so in “Scarlett” I’m talking more
about distance and isolation. I
love Japan and Tokyo. This past
tour was one of the best times I
ever had over there, but when
it comes to the songs, they are
reflective of a relationship. You

can be so close to someone in
proximity, like sitting right next
to them, yet feel like you’re on
a separate island away from
them. That’s what that is about.
You’ve
mentioned
that
you’re going to be releasing
one more EP with the songs
becoming like an album. Will
you be releasing a single disc
with all of the songs from the
EP’s compiled as an album, or
would it be the discs together
and calling that the album?
It’s meant to be like a collection
so in the end you can piece
them together like a jigsaw and
that will be the full story. For
people in America who want
a full record, next year will be
a whole new album. This year
will see these three installments
with something exciting at the
end of the year. I’m not planning
on pawning these EP’s off into a
full-length record; that would be
a little cheap. This is meant to be
ingested in installments. Kind
of like your favorite television
show, like The Game of Thrones.
Season to season it’s meant to
be completely different; season
to season with my releases are
meant to be connected.

William Beckett

of time. If you want it to work
you have to be willing to work
at it. The contrast is obvious,
and the contrast is intentional
in that this installment of the
story be more aggressive.
My favorite song from The
Walk The Talk EP is “You
Never Give Up.” Where does
that song fit in terms of
evolving relationships?Thank
you. “Never Give Up” is about
appreciating
and
realizing
people around you who are there
and always have been there. It’s
about life and pining for what
you don’t have. Lusting after the
neighbor’s car or the happiness
that you think your friends
have, but the reality in it, and in
life, is to focus more on what is
there as opposed to what isn’t.
I’m not talking about ambition
and striving for something that
you don’t have; that’s different.
I’m talking about appreciating
what is in your life and
appreciating who cares about
you. You shouldn’t be worrying
about the six friends that you
don’t have, you should worry
about the one friend who is
there for you. That’s essentially
what that song is about – just
appreciating who really cares,
who loves you and who tries to
make your life better.

So would you say that there
is a certain message that
you are trying to put across
between the three EP’s? I
noticed the tone on the first
EP is different from the more
aggressive sound on the
second one.Yes, the first disc is
meant to be like the beginning of
a relationship. When something
is new it’s seemingly fresh and
clean. As a relationship evolves
things get real. When things
get real it gets more difficult,
organic
and
challenging.
They also get more rewarding
once you triumph over those
challenges. That’s what the
second EP is about – the trials
and the challenges of keeping
something together, something
that is realistically so difficult to
sustain once you’ve been with
someone for a certain amount Now that you’re on your

own, do you feel that the
negativity during the pop/
punk Fueled by Ramen era
has lessened? There probably
is some, but I don’t see it and I
don’t think that it’s as amplified
as it was. I feel like my fans are,
in fact, a bit more thoughtful
and respectful. When you put
a canopy over a certain genre,
label or clique, you’re going to
get a lot of people who like and
dislike in a big group of music.
With me you either like it or you
don’t. Join the party or leave
it and that’s it. As I’ve grown
as a human being, I feel like
those fans that were fans of The
Academy Is have grown with
me and get a sense of positivity
and hope from my new music. I
don’t see much of the brashness
and negativity now and I think
those factors are the reason.
You made a video for
“Compromising Me” from
Walk The Talk. Do you have
one planned for “Great Night?”
We just had a meeting about that
and we have a really fun idea for
it in the works. Its ground floor
and you’re the first one to know
that there is going to be a video
for it. It’s an exclusive!
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Attack! Attack!
Revolution Live!
Fort Lauderdale, FL
Monday, April 30, 2012
For a band that was heavily criticized
from its formation, Attack! Attack! held
nothing back at their Fort Lauderdale
performance of the This World Is Ours
tour. Proving that despite their multiple
member changes over the years, they
have a solid lineup and are better than
ever.
Their set provided coverage of songs
from each of their albums, showing their
growth as they performed through their

set. Earlier songs like scene favorite
“Stick Stickly” were thrown in the mix
as well as newer, more mature songs like
‘The Wretched’ off of their latest LP, This
Means War.
Towards the middle of their time on
stage, front man Caleb Shomo paused
the performance to speak to the crowd
about life in general, the obstacles that
we each encounter and how to rise up
and overcome. Each member of the
audience who had previously been
rocking out to the music filling the
venue fell silent, and looked up to Shomo wanting more, and above all ready for
at the center of the stage in awe of his Escape the Fate to make their entrance
words and wisdom. The band closed out and close out the night.
with “The Revolution” and left everyone
—Mikayla Davis

The Pretty Reckless
Culture Room
Fort Lauderdale, FL
Tuesday, April 24, 2012
In “Factory Girl,” vocalist Taylor
Momsen sings, “Wait a minute girl, can
you show me to the party, it’s gonna be
a real good time.” A great time it was too
as our own photographer was asked to
be a part of the festivities onstage during
the punky “Goin’ Down,” midway
through the band’s hour long set. The
show was full of surprises right from the
start, which saw the band opening with
the title cut from the recently released
Hit Me Like A Man EP. Fans of all ages
sang along to every song as the quartet
went on to perform such singles as
“Just Tonight,” “My Medicine” and their
incredible lead single, “Make Me Wanna
Die.”
Real standouts included an impressive
version of “Zombie,” where Momsen
and guitarist Ben Phillips brought the
tune down to harmonize together before
one final burst. Since the band’s last trip
to South Florida at the 2010 edition of
the Vans Warped Tour, this band has
really gelled and become quite a tight
unit as this evening showcased. With
the set closing “Factory Closer” and the
evening’s final hurrah with “Nothing
Left to Lose” that led the band into an
extended jam; the only downside was
that fans will have to quite a while until
their next stop here since this is the last
show for a while. I suppose that’s the
mark of a great band – to leave your fans
wanting more.
—Matthew Pashalian.

photos by Mikayla Davis
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My first encounter with New Years Day was via posters plastered all over
the place at the 2011 stop of the Vans Warped Tour in West Palm Beach,
Florida. Even though I hadn’t heard the band, the name stuck with me
long enough to check them out, and I came to find their Mechanical Heart
EP to be one of my favorite releases of the year. The band’s sound takes
everything from metal, punk, goth and industrial to put forth a sexy blend
of infectious music that you don’t want to take out of your CD player.
It took the band a while, but they finally made their way to South Florida
as part of the Fight to Unite Tour. With only a 20-minute set, the band
proved to be a standout amongst acts like Blood on the Dancefloor and
Deuce. Thanks to vocalist Ash Costello being on crutches, we were able to
track her down for an in-depth interview that fans are sure to love as much
as we enjoyed doing it!
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to our name and music. That’s
when I feel like New Years Day really was born. We were old enough
to know what we wanted to sound
like, and what decisions we wanted to make legally; and it really
made a difference. In my eyes,
New Years Day really started in
summer of 2009. We became very
dark, movie-oriented, blood, very
creepy stuff – but fun! It’s like one
of those haunted house carnival
rides that’s super cheesy, but such
a fun time with a real creepy vibe
to it. That’s how I like to describe
New Years Day.

You’re the longest running
member of New Years Day.
Give readers a bit of a back
story on how this band came
to where they are today?
Realistically, New Years Day has
been a band since 2006, but I don’t
count the My Dear record. I know
that people love it, which is why I
hate saying this, but I don’t look at
that record as a New Years Day
record. We were just so young and
we had no idea what we wanted to
sound like. We didn’t have confidence in ourselves as people yet,
let alone the music we were creating. My Dear came out in 2007,
and we kind of went on hiatus due
to bad record label decisions and
some legal issues.

The Fight to Unite Tour has
a pretty diverse lineup. How
did you end up in this mix?
Technically, you could think
Warped Tour 2011, because that’s
when we became friends with
Blood on the Dancefloor. In turn,
they took us out on the All the Rage
Tour last fall, and, since we all had
such a good time together, they
asked us to come out again on the
Fight to Unite Tour. The friendship
is really what did it, but the lineup is fucking awesome. I thought
nothing could top the All the Rage
Tour, especially with eight bands
you would think it might be impossible to get to know everybody.
But this has been a close-knit tour,
very much like a family. Despite all
of the musical differences, it’s all
working out very well.
How has the crowd reception
been to you guys?
Fucking amazing! Every crowd
has been more than we could
have hoped for.

I understand you had a pretty interesting onstage experience early on
in this tour. What happened there?
I’m pretty clumsy and fall onstage
a lot. Seriously, I’ve fallen off of
the stage before; I’ve broken my
tailbone, gotten hit in the face by
a guitar, etc. I’m just very clumsy,
and it’s not just me, it just comes
About two years ago, we decided
with the territory in being in a band.
to sue our record label at the time
It’s just a hazardous job, and this
– which we won and got the rights
was the one time that I fell and it

happened to be the one time that
it seriously injured me. So I ended
up dislocating my knee, chipped a
bone in my elbow and they rushed
me to the hospital. The pain was
actually so intense; they had to put
me under immediately. The next
day, I just got right back to touring and I haven’t seen a doctor or
anything since. We’ll see how that
goes when I get home.
I would imagine they gave you
a ton of painkillers for that.
Oh yeah, they sent me out with
Vicodin, but it honestly didn’t help
that much at all. I’m doing the best
that I can do, which apparently
is still pretty great since we have
been getting rave reviews. The
whole tour has been going good,
and everyone has been really cool
in helping me out. I’ve definitely
gained a lot of respect from my fellow musicians on this tour, so there
was a lot of good that came out of it.
You only have a 20-minute
set; but in those 20 minutes,
you actually put on a better
set than some national bands.
Thank you and I’m half broken on
my right side! My entire right side
sucks!
It kind of reminded me of
Marilyn Manson back in the
Antichrist
Superstar
days.
You know what’s really cool about
it is, I kind of rely on moving around
a lot - at least I didn’t realize it until
I broke my leg. Now I have had to
completely relearn how to perform.
I’m doing things now that I never
would have done. Back in the day,
I would have been so scared to
try and perform in one spot. But
now, I feel very confident and it’s
really made my performance better. It’s weird, I’m just learning a
lot from this whole experience.
When the time comes, I’m going
to be so thankful just to be able to
walk around again. I’ll be so happy
to jump up and down again. This
has been the most uncomfortable
month of my life. No complaints of
anything.
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You mentioned earlier just
how much the music industry
is changing. How do you feel
about it in general?
It’s dying. It’s on its last rattle, and
the bands that will make it are the
ones who have the discipline, DIY
ethic and knowhow to take care of
their fans; the knowledge to know
just how important their fans really are. It’s going to be survival
of the fittest, and the bands that
don’t give up and work their asses
off will survive, and the bands that
can’t hang will trickle off as they
do.
This is what slays me all the time;
I look back at 2007 Warped Tour,
and we weren’t the biggest band
on that tour. There was Cute Is
What We Aim For, The Starting
Line, The Academy Is... - and all
of those bands are gone now. At
the time, they were bigger than
us and we’re still here, doing well
and rising. We had labels fuck us,
friends fuck us. I have so many
stab wounds in my back, and it still
blows my mind because where
could bands like The Starting Line
have been right now had they not
given up? Sometimes people just
can’t do it anymore, and I hope
and pray that that doesn’t happen
to us.
Now let’s talk about The Mechanical Heart EP, which you
mentioned before as the real
first New Years Day release.
I don’t feel like The Mechanical
Heart has had a real chance to
breathe and live yet. It’s only an
EP, and we didn’t really put a lot
of advertising money behind it because we just wanted to get our
new sound out there. We really
wanted to save that big push for a
full record. The Mechanical Heart
didn’t really get the attention that
it needed. The next record will be
like an extension, acting like The
Mechanical Heart is a prequel. The
next disc will be more in the vein
of songs like “Two in the Chest,
One in the Head,” very dancey
and drivey, heavy goth-industrial
with its beats, but still rock n’ roll.
I’m very excited and very anxious
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to go home and get started on it. on the Dancefloor who, to this day,
The ideas are just there waiting to are unsigned, and look at them
happen.
now. That’s how bands need to be
now.
So it’s safe to say that there
will be no summer touring for
Lyrically, what song means the
New Years Day?
most to you?
Not until late summer/early fall. We “Two in the Chest, One in the
just want to take our time on this Head” is my favorite. The lyrics
one and not rush it. It’s going to be hold true to me and always will.
the record that I always dreamed What I wrote the song about is
of putting out. I want this to be the special to me because every time
record that gives New Years Day I sing it I still feel it. There are defiits sound. We are a fucking rock nitely songs that through the years
band, and we will be here a long I still love but have lost their meantime. A lot of effort needs to be put ing; but that one is still very speinto that.
cial to me.
Usually, there’s a turning
point for a band where one
song comes about that lets
you know that is the direction you want to be going.
What song (s) was it for you?
“Murder;” that song was just so different for us. When we wrote it we
were like, “Okay, THAT is what we
want!” The lyrics and the melody
were just perfect, and it was everything that we had been trying
to achieve. That was our turning
point for sure.

You just released a Mechanical
Heart B-Side “Lights Out.” Are
there plans to release any other
songs recorded during that time?
Yes, we have a few more B-Sides
to release. We didn’t want to put
them all out at once. We thought
it would be more fun to space
them out to hold fans over in the
meantime. You’ll expect more in
a month though. Kind of like the
Cure did a few years ago. I wish
Robert Smith was my dad. How
cool would I be! Here’s a fun fact,
“Lights Out” is about the same perHow long a wait do you think son “Two in the Chest…” is about.
fans will have for the full-length?
I’m going to say fall, but these Isn’t it something how a
things always end up taking lon- bad
relationship
can
inger. Hopefully, that doesn’t hap- spire
a
whole
album?
pen, but, realistically, fall. I know Yes, and continues to do so on
that that sounds like a long time that subject. I’m not a person who
from now, but it’s going to come up takes heartbreak easy – obviousso fast for us. It will be here before ly; I take it very hard and it takes
we know it. This year has already me a long time as I go through
been too crazy. It took so long for many stages like vengeance, anThe Mechanical Heart because ger murderous thoughts. So I still
of the whole record label issue. have a lot to say about that subThey can own you like a jail cell, ject. It will trickle into the next reand we were really locked down cord. It’s like reopening a wound
and tied into that. For a while, over and over again and never letwe weren’t even allowed to use ting it heal. It’s so fun! So fun!
the name New Years Day. It was
tough, but we got through it. We With the next release, will any
didn’t let it keep us down. I have songs make their way over
a lot of friends in bands that had from The Mechanical Heart
similar situations happen to them or will it be all new music?
like Sugarcult, Hawthorn Heights It’s possible that one or two songs
and The Starting Line. It’s just a from The Mechanical Heart may
hard time for labels, and they don’t end up on the full-length just becare who they fuck in the process. cause I feel very strongly about
That’s why I like bands like Blood these songs, and want them to get

the attention that they deserve.
There are a few songs that I feel
like they’re life just is not over,
there’s still more living for them to
do. I don’t know which ones yet,
but even if I did I wouldn’t say!
How far into the writing of
the next album are you?
It’s weird because I feel like we’re
very far into the writing, but, at the
same time, not even close. We
spent a month straight writing, and
have about 30 songs written, but I
don’t feel like we’re there yet at all.
I don’t feel like the songs are like,
“These are the shit; these are the
ones we want to release!”

New Year’s Day

I think the reason why we’re like
that is because we’re Orange
County kids. And in the music
scene, before there was MySpace,
we were all in bands when we were
like 13 years old, you had to go to
Kinko’s and make your flyers and
cut them up and go to shows to
hand them out and talk to people and hope that they will go
to your show. Even before
cell phones, you couldn’t
send out texts, you had

to work your ass off and rely on
word of mouth. For us, it trickled
into the internet. I still keep flyers
on me though. I’ll go shopping and
people will ask me if I’m in a band;
and they always do, and I give
them a flyer. You just have to do it
all day long every
day, but it’s
true of any
passion.

Although, I love what we have
written so far, I don’t feel like we
have reached that point yet; and
the best is yet to come. There are
a few sparky ones – there’s a new
one that we’ve been playing live
called “Death of the Party,” and
I love that one. But there’s definitely more songs that need to be
written. We write a lot and I want
to write maybe 50 more songs. I
don’t know how other bands do it,
but we write song after song after
song.
It’s safe to say that the
well is far from dry then?
Oh no, I don’t think the well will
ever be dry. I hope not anyways.
New Years Day is very big
into using the internet to promote the band’s music, going
all the way back to the days of
MySpace, which is how you
got noticed. What advice do
you have for local, unsigned
bands trying to be seen and
heard into taking that next step?
My advice would be to do what I do.
Wake up and live and breathe your
band every day because there is no
such thing as a day off. When you
go to sleep, you lie in bed and think
about what you’re going to do the
next day; and you do that every day
forever until you can hire people to
do that for you – that is if you are
ever that lucky. It’s rare that happens, so do everything on our own
and do as much as you can.
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Childish Gambino at the Miami Fillmore
photo by Alex Markow
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Top: Melissa Etheridge at the Hard Rock
Live in Hollywood, FL. Bottom: Lady Antebellum at the Cruzan Amphitheatre in West
Palm Beach, FL. Photos by Sayre Berman
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CD REVIEWS
Pantera
Vulgar Display of Power
(20th Anniversary Edition)
Atco
What can one possibly say
about Vulgar Display of Power
that hasn’t been said a dozen
times before? Pantera’s most
successful album, it’s no wonder that Display has been remastered and rereleased as it
enters its third decade. The
question with any re-release,
of course, is: “Is it worth picking up, even if I own the original?”
Let’s start with the original album content. The classic tracks of Vulgar Display of
Power that defined Pantera’s
lasting sound have been lovingly reworked and remastered; and you can hear it.
The beautiful clarity of tracks
like “This Love” is breathtaking, an outstanding reminder
of the benefits of digital music. Each and every note, every drum hit, every distorted
grind has been cleaned up,
polished and improved. If
you appreciate the craft and
art of a studio album, you’ve
just got to love a good re-master. Especially on the classic
album’s final track, “Hollow,”
the benefit is obvious. The
clarity of the first half’s guitar contrasts beautifully with
the distortion of the second
half, and the echo to Phil Anselmo’s voice is crystal clear
and amazing.
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Then there’s the new track,
“Piss,” available for the first
time on this 20th anniversary
re-release. Drummer Vinnie
Paul told Livewire earlier this
year that “Piss” is the only
complete Pantera track ever
to remain unreleased; meaning that this is the only “new”
Pantera material released
since “Dimebag” Darrell Abbott’s untimely death in 2004.
While parts of the song, notably the main guitar riff, were
reused in other Pantera material later on, the song itself is
still good. And let’s face it, it’s
the last real Pantera material
we’re going to get from here
on out.
So in the final analysis, is
the album worth picking up?
Probably. If you have the original, and it’s still serving you
well, you may want to consider picking up the single “Piss,”
if only for the reasons listed
above. If you don’t currently
have a copy, or if clear, beautiful sound appeals, the album is wholeheartedly worth
picking up.
—Dante Stone

Norah Jones
Little Broken Hearts
Blue Note Records
Norah Jones is back with
her fourth studio effort, Little
Broken Hearts. This 12-song
album, produced by Brian
“Danger Mouse” Burton, is a
great introduction to Jones’
artistic evolution. Emerging
on the music scene a decade
ago, Jones’ first album Come
Away with Me established
her as a beautiful and sultry
songstress.
There was anticipation as to
how this album would differ
from her previous three. Little
Broken Hearts has exceeded
expectations as it reveals a
new side to Jones as she puts

a darker spin to her vintage,
classy sound. While most of
the tunes do have a darker
undertone, they seem to also
maintain her throwback style
from her previous work.
The album isn’t necessarily
about individual songs that
stick out, but rather a certain
cohesiveness and ambiance.
The overall sound is strong
and easy to listen to, while at
the same time, communicates
a growing emotional turmoil
without the need for songs
to stand out. However, tracks
such as album opener “Good
Morning,” the title track,
“Travelin’ On” and “Out on
the Road” are exceptional.
If you’re a die-hard fan
of Jones’ older work, which
featured jazzy and romantic
tunes, you may not be crazy
about her new venture.
Little Broken Hearts reveals
a mysterious and haunting
side to Jones, and shows
her growth as a singersongwriter.
—Jennifer Sobek

Daughter in the Choir because, well, it really
is everywhere.
Myers has been getting a lot attention as of
late with “Monster,” which went viral on the
net. The tunes power lay within her powerful
voice against acoustic guitar and cello as she
takes aim at a past relationship. The remix of
the song that ends the EP by Semothy Jones
is a bit of a more dramatic take on the song.
The highly infectious “Curbstomp” combines
a nice dosage of electro-pop, while the humorous “Tennessee” sees Myers poking fun at the
hipster culture in Southern California with a
bit of indie flair along for the ride. Her beautifully haunting voice against piano is reminiscent of classic Fiona Apple on “Adelaide”
and the beautiful “After You.” Myers is giving
Meg Myers
this lovely EP away for free via her website,
Daughter in the Choir
meginthedark.com – believe me, it’s definitely
Independent
worth the hard drive space on your computer
or MP3 player.
It’s really hard to define Meg Myers’ EP
—Matthew Pashalian

Jack White
Blunderbuss
Third Man Records
As a founding member of the White Stripes
and the Raconteurs, Jack
White is something of a household name
among rock and alternative fans. Millions
have been waiting for White to release a
solo album, ever since his other projects
have broken up or been shelved. According
to an interview with the New York Times,
those fans have none other than the WuTang Clan’s RZA to thank for Blunderbuss.
It was when RZA stood White and his session band up for studio time that White
decided to put the band’s time to use and
start laying down some of his own tracks.
From an impromptu recording session
with several session musicians (admittedly
some of the most musically talented people
in the world), then White’s own album began to take shape. And how did this spurof-the-moment project turn out?
Better than you’d expect, given the circumstances of how the project came together.
White’s solo work is quirky and interesting, at least. It’s reminiscent, of course,
of the Raconteurs and the Dead Weather,
but that’s only to be expected. From a music theory standpoint, at the very least, it
is a remarkably well put together offering, with the different instrumental parts
carefully interwoven into a unique whole.
White makes admirable use of the different instruments and of the recording techniques available, as evidenced by a stereo
guitar duel on the track “Weep Themselves
to Sleep.” On the whole, the album is pretty
good. It’s definitely worth a listen.
However, it’s hard to shake Blunderbuss’
very slight air of pretentiousness. The influences of Blunderbuss are greatly varied,
of course, and the music is, for the most
part, fun, but much of it also has a somewhat self-satisfied quality to it as though
Blunderbuss is extremely impressed with
itself. It’s not a strong air, mind you, but
it has just a touch of that arrogant, artistic, hipstery quality that can be a turn-off
to some music fans. It doesn’t come close
to ruining what is, by and large, an enjoyable experience, but it is the kind of thing
White may want to work to avoid in the
future.
At the end of the day, it’s hard to say that
RZA might have done the world an unintentional favor by standing up Jack White
and prompting the initial recordings for
Blunderbuss, but it’s almost equally hard to
say that he didn’t.
—Dante Stone.
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Hurt
The Crux
Carved Records
Fans have long awaited the
release of The Crux, which
has been three years in the
making. For fans looking to
buy another album exactly
like Vol.1, they will be
greatly disappointed. As
with previous efforts, Hurt
has pushed the musical
limits with their ingenious
songwriting. They refuse
to stagnate themselves to
rewriting an album already
published, and it shows with
these 11 tracks. Every song
makes a greater part of the
whole, starting with the uptempo “So When,” while
making use of stereo effects,
“When It’s Cold” dissonates
an angrier mood.
Leading the album release
with “How We End Up
Alone,” Hurt deconstructs life,
glimpsing into the epithets
told in previous albums. The
music video contains hidden
gems that further explain
the mysteries layered in the
band’s lyrics. The follow-up
single, “Caught in the Rain,” is
the perfect fit for being radiofriendly and still maintaining
the band’s identity. “Links
& Waves,” timed at 1:16, is
probably the most beautifully
composed of any on the
album, showing that good
things do come in small
packages. The song leaves
listeners paradoxically feeling
both at peace and mournful
at the same time. “Sally Slips”
articulates a haunting melody
before driving into madness.
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The angriest emotions
come forth from “Eden” and
“Numbers,” both setting the
mood with heavier riffs.
“Cuffed” and “Adonai” are
sure to astound and utterly
confuse listeners upon the
first glimpse. Finishing with
“The Seer,” musically, The
Crux defines the meaning of
being hurt.
For those who purchased
the limited edition copies,
they will be pleasantly
surprised by the thermal
ink used on the CD, which
changes
colors
after
being played. The album
packaging definitely sets
the tone of the album even
before listening to it (be sure
to use the cipher on the disc
to unlock hidden secrets of
The Crux). No Hurt fan’s
collection
is
complete
without the inclusion of this
masterpiece.
—Chris DeWuske

Silversun Pickups
Neck of the Woods
Dangerbird Records
One can’t say Silversun
Pickups haven’t made their
fans wait too long for new
music. The band’s 2009
sophomore effort, Swoon,
showed the band stepping
their game up from 2006’s
Carnavas with some of the
best songs of their career.
It would only be assumed
that their newest disc, Neck
of the Woods, would be the
next step in the evolution
of the Silverlake foursome’s
fuzz rock sound - you would
think.
Opening cut “Skin Graph”

really shows the band
embracing their inner My
Bloody Valentine in its
almost awkward swirls of
noise that Kevin Shields
would be proud of, while the
bass driven “Make Believe”
is playful until midway
through the song where
the band takes things into a
funkier direction.
First
single
“Bloody
Mary (Nerve Endings)”
seems an odd choice for a
leadoff single to represent
the
album,
especially
considering they’re more
energetic first single choices
in the past such as “Lazy
Eye” and “Panic Switch.”
The song itself just lacks the
factor a first single should
have that gets you excited
for the release of the album
itself.
The band picks things
up on “Mean Spirits,” a
frantic and welcome blast
following the dreamy “Here
We Are (Chancer).” Just
when you think the song is
done, they surprise you by
coming back to finish the
listener off, making it by far
the best song on the album,
followed by “Dots and
Dashes (Enough Already).”
The remaining tracks are
sadly kind of sleepers, and
not in a good dream-pop
way you would expect from
the band either.
The backbone of Silversun
Pickups on their past two
full-lengths has been the
walls of fuzz, dreamy verses
and in-your-face build ups
that they have made their
signature. Those elements
are very much lost on Neck
of the Woods, taking a back
seat in favor of airiness
and synthesizers. After
much anticipation for this
disc’s release, despite it
being a grower, definitely
pales in comparison to
their previous efforts that
instantly hooked you.
—Matthew Pashalian

Avengers Assemble
Soundtrack
Hollywood Records
Let’s face it, over the past
ten years, comic adaptations
to the big screen have
become breeding ground
for big rock soundtracks.
Just take a look at The
Punisher, Daredevil, The
Fantastic Four and SpiderMan Soundtracks; need I say
more? The Avengers Assemble
Soundtrack is no different,
boasting such heavy hitters
as Soundgarden, Shinedown
and Evanescence as well
as
up-and-coming
acts
Redlight King and Black Veil
Brides.
What makes this soundtrack
such big news in the rock
world; however, is the
first actual new track from
grunge fathers Soundgarden
with “Live To Rise.” The
song is pretty decent, and
definitely sounds like it was
penned for the disc; which
goes with the theme of
music inspired by the film.
Shinedown’s contribution,
“I’m Alive,” is a nice pickup
after the Soundgarden tune,
while Rise Against delivers
yet another track that only
they could put forth.
The punch of the synth
metal, “If I Could,” from Papa
Roach is a reminder of how
great this band really is. A
new solo track from Stone
Temple Pilots’ frontman
Scott Weiland, “Breath,”
has a bit of a classic Beatles
touch to it that the frontman
makes work. New ones
from Bush, Evanescence

and Buckcherry listeners
are sure to be pleased with
as well as Redlight King,
whose “Comeback” is sure
to draw in fans who miss
classic Linkin Park. All in
all The Avengers Assemble
Soundtrack is actually pretty
enjoyable front to back and
worth picking up.
—Matthew Pashalian

Godsmack
Live and Inspired
Universal Republic
In the vast majority of cases,
live albums quite frankly,
well, suck. They’re like bestof albums without the high
production value. When you

Smashing Pumpkins
Oceania
Martha’s Music
There is no doubt a lot
of hype behind the seventh
full-length release from the
Smashing Pumpkins, Oceania. This comes not only from
the band’s namesake, but
the fact that this will mark
the first full-length album to
feature guitarist Jeff Schroeder, bassist Linda Fiorentino and new drummer Mike
Byrne. Though die-hard fans
are probably familiar with

purchase a live album, what
you’re getting is substandard
quality music; and, while you
can hear the awesome face-toface interaction going on with
the band, you can’t (and this
is crucial) take part in it. So:
No genuine live experience,
coupled
with
poorly
performed renditions of your
favorite songs. When it comes
to live albums, then, I’m a bit
skeptical, not “even” from a
band I love, but “especially”
from a band I love.
Longtime readers of this
magazine will know; however,
that I am a sucker for covers.
The idea of taking something
wonderful and making it
better, or even just different,
draws me like a moth to a
flame. Having had the great
fortune to catch Godsmack in
concert a time or two, I figured
I’d brave the live portion of
this CD in order to check out
the covers.
Wow. I’m glad I did.
With Live and Inspired,
Godsmack
manages
the
impossible; they’ve produced

a live CD, featuring musicallyfaithful versions of their studio
material. The odd closing riff
(usually the corniest, most
obviously slapped-on part
of any live version) does
very little to detract from
the songs themselves. Sully
Erna’s grinding, powerful
voice sounds as good live
today as it did in the studio
15 years ago, a feat that’s
worth mentioning if only for
its uniqueness. The portions
of
crowd
involvement,
while obviously completely
incapable of conveying the
actual experience of being
at a Godsmack show, still do
a respectable job of hinting
at it. The sound is clean and
well performed, near studio
quality, with well thought out
segues between tracks. All
told, it’s much closer to the
best-of experience than to the
bootleg recording legacy of
most live albums.
And then there are the
covers. The Inspired portion of
this release is ambitious, to say
the least. Godsmack performs

an amazing reimagining of
Joe Walsh’s classic “Rocky
Mountain Way,” putting their
own spin on the song, while
keeping a measure of the laid
back, swingy quality that
made the original a classic to
start. They follow this up with
a cover of the Beatles’ “Come
Together.”
Covering
the
Beatles is, of course, always
a risky undertaking, but
Godsmack pull it off in stride,
again adding their own spin to
a song you’ve probably known
since before you could crawl.
Amazingly, they continue this
through two more covers,
Pink Floyd’s “Time” and
Metallica’s “Nothing Else
Matters;” in each case, making
their version uniquely theirs
while at the same time paying
tribute to the legends of rock
and roll. It is nothing short of
heaven for a cover fan.
In short, Live and Inspired is
a genuinely stirring work, and
a remarkable achievement.
Godsmack are still as wicked
today as they were years ago.
—Dante Stone

a handful of the tunes that
comprise Oceania from live
performances over the past
few years; for most listeners, the disc will prove to
be a sonic assault of all new
material from one of the
90s’ most celebrated bands.
One thing that you can’t help
but notice on the first listen
to Oceania is how powerful a
punch opening tracks “Quasar” and “Panopticon” are.
Their metallic barrage is comparable to Badmotorfinger-era
Soundgarden, while also resembling the jammy Siamese
Dream tracks such as “Silverfuck” and “Geek USA.” The
folky “Celestials” is acoustic
driven at its core, and eventually breaks into guitar fuzziness different from the type
that has become the Pumpkins signature.
Corgan is no stranger to
introducing electronic ele-

ments into the mix since
1998’s moody Adore and
2000’s MACHINA, where
“Violet Rays” would fit quite
well in the latter. Songs like
“My Love Is Winter” is really
evident of the new avenues
that the Smashing Pumpkins
sound has taken with its very
shimmery guitars, and the
near-synth-pop on “One Diamond, One Heart.”
Mid-way through the disc
though, things seem to drag
a bit and wander as on “Pinwheels,” the fast-paced “The
Chimera” and the epic title
track that doesn’t work too
well with its different stylistic segments. There’s a small
glimmer of hope on the sexy
“Pale Horse,” but that’s about
it as far as the latter half of
Oceania is concerned. The end
of the disc picks up a little in
its final tracks, but doesn’t really have that spark and tends

to meander.
While the last Smashing
Pumpkins disc, Zeitgeist, had
complaints that the vocals
were a bit much, Oceania
brings the vocals back to
the band’s standard. Songs
released post-Zeitgeist such
as the single releases of
“G.L.O.W.,” “FOL,” “Superchrist” and the Teargarden
by Kaleidoscope EP’s tracks
“Freak” and “A Song For A
Son” followed suit and had an
adventurous side to them. As
far as Oceania as a whole, kudos to the band for capturing
a bit of the band’s early 90s
essence, while stepping forward into new territory and
trying something a bit different. As a long-time fan however, front to back, I honestly
can’t say that Oceania ranks
as their best work by a long
shot.
—Matthew Pashalian
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Garbage
Not Your Kind of People
Stunvolume
Having only heard a smattering of Garbage’s music
before, I was curious to see
what their new album was
like. The new album, Not
Your Kind of People, was released in May to a resounding “It’s about time” feeling from fans. This album
comes after a seven year
hiatus, so fans were eager
to get their hands on this
new release.
Front woman Shirley Manson remains commanding
vocally and captivates her
audience. The 11-track album (15 tracks if you count
the bonus tracks on the
deluxe version) showcases
Manson’s strong voice. In
some songs like “Big Bright
World,” she commands,
while in others like “I Hate
Love” and “Beloved Freak,”
she sounds soft and sultry.
Many of the tunes are dark
in nature, but, at the same
time, exude a haunting and
sexy feel. The only song
that didn’t quite fit with the
others was “Felt.” For me, it
“Felt” out of place.
Songs are such as “Automatic Systematic Habit”
and “Blood for Poppies” are
also stand outs. Garbage
has remained a terrific band
because of their ability to
pen great music. Lyrically,
their songs are perfection.
For example, in the aforementioned “Beloved Freak,”
Manson sings, “People lie
and people steal/They mis66 | SFL Onstage |
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interpret how you feel/And
so we doubt and we conceal/You’re not alone.”
Overall, Not Your Kind of
People is a great album. It
is a must have for Garbage
fans and even for the new
fan just emerging. Garbage
has continued to please the
masses and sure to be making music for a while.
—Jennifer Sobek

Our Lady Peace
Curve
Warner
Our Lady Peace’s 8 th
studio album, Curve is remarkable, not so much for
new ground broken, but
more for old ground well
maintained and still vital.
For 90s alternative fans,
this should definitely be
on your buy list this year.
However, the great thing
about Curve is that as nostalgic as the album can be,
there’s something for everyone on here. There are
songs that belong on modern active rock stations,
and would do really well
on them too! That may
sound paradoxical, but it
all comes together really
well.
Curve shows off OLP’s
90s roots early. “Fire in
the Henhouse” is a quick,
quirky jam that feels transposed directly from that
legendary time, the kind
of thing you would find on
active rock stations of the
period, just poppy enough
to make it on alt-rock
mainstream radio. “Window Seat” is even more un-

John Mayer
Born and Raised
Columbia
John Mayer hit success with
his 2006 album, Continuum,
but only made minor waves
with 2009’s Battle Studies.
This time, Mayer is back with
his sixth studio album, Born
and Raised. The new album
takes a different turn from his
previous work as it provides
more of a down to earth, good
country feel.
This album proves that
Mayer can still turn out quiet
and contemplative tunes,
while maintaining trueness
to himself. He seems to feel
more at home and happier as
he moves through each track.
The opening tune, “Queen
of California,” is a good
start to the album as it gets
your foot tapping and ready
for what’s to come. “Age
of Worry,” “Shadow Days”
and “Born and Raised” are
other stand outs, while the
title track has some notable
usual with a haunting interplay between the main
guitar riff and the synthesizer that makes me want
to break out my old Songs
in the Key of X CD.
OLP has not remained
wholly mired in the past;
however. Immediately following “Window Seat,”
“As Fast As You Can” has
a very modern feel that
would play well next to
somewhat folky artists like
Young the Giant, Mumford
and Sons and Fun.

musicians providing the
beautiful harmonies – David
Crosby and Graham Nash. I
have heard of Crosby, Stills,
Nash and Young before, so it
was nice to see Crosby and
Nash resurface on Mayer’s
album.
Overall, Born and Raised has
Mayer giving a more mature
look at the world. As he sings,
“And all at once it gets harder
to take/It gets hard to fake
what I won’t be/Cause one
of these days, I’ll be born
and raised.” He also admits
to tough times in Shadow
Days: “I am a man with a
good heart/Had a tough time/
Got a rough start/but I finally
learned to let it go.” Its reprise
at the end is a good ending to
this country sounding album,
as is the iTunes bonus track,
“Fool to Love You.”
If you’re expecting similar
music like his past albums,
you will be disappointed.
Mayer takes this album on
a different turn that’s very
satisfying. You can still tell
it’s his soft, reflective voice,
but he adds a country feel
and southern charm to it. You
can tell he’s matured, perhaps
from having gone through
some recent rough patches
in his life. Each track on this
album shows his growth as an
artist.
—Jennifer Sobek

Curve continues on in
the same manner, mixing
classic and modern alternative fluidly, even occasionally blending them
seamlessly in the same
song, as in the track “Find
Our Way.” The whole album is quite enjoyable, not
grinding and aggressive,
but calming and beautiful
in a great way. For alternative fans, both new and
old, Curve has a great deal
to offer.
—Dante Stone

KMFDM
Amnesia
Metropolis

may not play to the club
crowds as well as the original version, but it’s a very interesting revision, and if the
“This Is Spinal Tap” reference
in “Krank” doesn’t still make
you chuckle, you’re obviously missing something. “Come
On- Go Off” also gets the remix treatment on Amnesia.
Rotersand has gotten their
claws into this one, and they
do a fine job with it. It’s not
spectacular, but it’s definitely

worth a listen.
The surprise to Amnesia is
“I (Heart) You,” the single’s
last track. An excellent, classic KMFDM track with great
guitar work, synths and, of
course, Konietzko’s sinister
growling lyrics; the song is
really good. It’s a definite
club song, though I’ll be very
interested to see what sort
of remixes come out for this
one. A tweak here and there
will make it just that much

better, even though the original version is excellent in its
own right.
Chances are very good
that if you’re in this single’s
key demographic (that is to
say, if you are an industrial
DJ), you already have your
eye on this one. Don’t forget,
though, that for industrial
fans, even ones with no aspirations to turn-tables-ism,
Amnesia is a worthy pick.
—Dante Stone

One of the most influential industrial acts of all
time, KMFDM have been at
the forefront of almost everything that’s happened to
the genre since their inception almost 30 years ago. In
all that time, they haven’t
lost their edge. Amnesia follows in the somewhat typical
goth/industrial pattern of releasing club-worthy singles
with a handful of songs and
remixes ready to roll. Even
if you’re not planning on
spinning an industrial set
anytime soon, Amnesia’s an
entertaining album.
The title track features two
versions, both the album cut,
and the Kapt’n K. Mix, remixed by frontman Sascha
Konietzko himself. The album version, predictably, is
a little tamer than the remix.
They’re both good, but if
you’re looking for real club/
dance material, the Kapt’n
K. Mix is the way to go. Both
feature the classic KMFDM
sound, and are good representatives of their sound.
The single also features
two remixes of songs from
the band’s last release,
WTF?! “Krank” continued the
KMFDM tradition of referring the band as a drug. Morlocks did an excellent job remixing the track, taking the
electronic refrain and interestingly translating it into a
more orchestral sound. Much
of the rest of the remix is truer to the original. The sound
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